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Abstract: Recently, energy-efficient computing has
become a major interest, both in the mobile and IT
sectors. With the advent of multi-core processors and
their energy-saving mechanisms, there is a necessity to
model their power consumption. The existing models
for multi-core processors are based on the assumption
that the power consumption of multiple cores
performing parallel computations is equal to the sum of
the power of each of those active cores. In this paper,
we analyze this assumption and show that it leads to
lack of accuracy when applied to modern processors
such as quad-core. Based on our analysis, we present a
methodology for estimating the energy consumption of
multi-core processors. Unlike existing models, we take
into account resource sharing and power saving
mechanisms. We show that our approach provides
accuracy with varying task sets.
I.INTRODUCTION
Industry has successfully continued to innovate and
increase performance. These performance gains can be
accomplished in several ways including more
sophisticated
process
technology,
innovative
architecture or micro-architecture. The architecture of
a processor refers to the instruction set, registers, and
data structures that are public to the programmer and
are maintained and enhanced from one generation to
the next. The micro-architecture of a processor refers
to an implementation of processor’s architecture in
silicon, the micro-architecture typically changes from
one processor generation to the next, while
implementing the same public processor architecture.
Copyright to IJAREEIE

Lately, the power consumption of processors has
become a key concern for energy-efficient computing
systems. It was shown in [11, 18, 19] that processors
contribute between 23-40% to the total server’s power
draw. Furthermore, the power drained by a processor
mostly depends on its energy aware mechanisms (e.g.
Intel SpeedStep) and load. In 2005, Barroso et al. [5]
analyzed Google servers during peak utilization and
showed that processors consumed about 57% of the
total server’s power consumption. However, this
percentage in 2007 dropped to 43% thanks to the
emergence of energy-aware mechanisms. This
variation, which is highly related to the load as well as
energy-aware features, demands a thorough
understanding of the power consumption behavior in
relation to these factors. Given the importance of the
topic, several power consumption models for single[8] and multi-core [7, 15] processors have been
proposed. However, these models have three key
limitations: i) they take into account only processors
with at most two cores (e.g. dual-core processors), ii)
the impact of energy-saving techniques such as Intel
Speed- Step [20] and AMD Cool’n’Quiet [1] have not
been considered, and iii) for a given same load on
cores, it is assumed that the power consumption of
each active core is identical due to their similar
behavior [23]. Consequently, the overall power
consumption of a multi-core processor is considered in
the above mentioned models as the sum of power
consumption of its constituent cores. However, when
several cores are active (e.g. performing
computations), they can share resources such as off-
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chip cache. With such sharing, cores reduce their
access to memory. Hence, cores accessing the memory
require different power than the ones which do not. As
a matter of fact, all the above-mentioned power
estimation models suffer from an inaccuracy of up to
62% when I/O bound jobs are executed . In this paper,
we circumvent the above-mentioned drawbacks by
proposing a model that estimates the dynamic power
consumption of multi-core processors. Due to the
variable behavior of the different components of a
processor, we decompose the modeling process into
the following three component levels: i) processor’s
chip: these are power consumption is modeled using
capacitance methods [10] based on the core’s
utilization. When several cores are active, inter-core
(cores on the same die) and -die (cores on different
dies) communications occur. In this regard, the power
consumption of each communication is modelled. With
the emergence of energy-saving mechanisms, the
behavior of power dissipation is different than that
without such mechanisms. In order to reflect this
aspect, we provide a model that estimates the power
consumption with and without energy-efficient
mechanisms. die: these are components within a die
(e.g. off-chip cache) and iii) core: these are
components within a core (e.g. control unit and on-chip
cache). For a single core, the power consumption is
modeled using capacitance methods [10] based on the
core’s utilization. When several cores are active, intercore (cores on the same die) and -die (cores on
different dies) communications occur. In this regard,
the power consumption of each communication is
modeled.
II.Related Work
A variety of power consumption models both for single
and multi-core processors have been proposed in the
literature. For single-core processors, the power
consumption is measured directly at hardware-level
such as CPU cycles [8], circuit [16] and registertransfer-level (RTL) [9, 14]. The main advantage is
that these models provide a high level of accuracy.
However, monitoring the activities of a processor at
low (transistor) level is complex since a processor has
millions (billions) of transistors and monitoring each
transistor is not trivial. To overcome this complexity,
software-level models have been developed. The
Copyright to IJAREEIE

power dissipation of the underlying hardware (i.e.
CPU) is predicted based on the power consumed by
each instruction [22] or function [21] it executes. One
key issue is that software-level models depend upon
tracing tools that parse an application to determine all
its constituent instructions or functions. In case tracing
tools are unable to extract the complete information
regarding instructions, software-level models suffer
from inaccuracy in power estimation.
In order to prevent the dependency on tracing tools,
models based on the performance monitoring counters
(PMC) [17, 7] have been proposed. Basically, power
dissipation during application execution is highly
related to the amount of accesses to cache and
switching activities within processors.
Such activities (events) have been monitored through
embedded programmable event counters [6] to
calculate the total power consumption of a processor.
The major disadvantage of the above-mentioned
models is that they do not take into account modern
energy-saving techniques. Furthermore, they don’t
differentiate the variable behavior of cores having
parallel or stand-alone computations. To overcome
these problems, our model takes into account the
behavior of individual and multiple cores as well as
energy-saving mechanisms.
III.EXISTING METHODOLOGY
The existing models [15, 7] for multi-core processors
assume that the overall power of such processors is the
sum of Figure 1: an abstract architecture of a multicore processor and power of their constituent cores.
Based on this assumption, the overall power of multicore processors is given by:
Pn =

______ (1)

where Pn denotes the power consumption of n cores
and Pc(j) represents the power dissipation of a core j.
The key concern is that such models assume that the
power consumption behavior of a core remains
identical regardless it performs computations either (1)
alone and the others stay idle or (2) in parallel with
other cores. This assumption is considered due to the
similar behavior of cores [23], which is not always
adequate. One major counterexample is the sharing of
resources. For instance, when several cores share offchip cache and one core fetches data from the main
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memory (RAM), the others may not need to further
access the memory, if the required data has already

been extracted. Instead, they can fetch data directly
from the cache.
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All the components that lie within core level rectangle
are limited (exclusive) to a specific core, and cannot be
shared with other cores. Components outside the corelevel rectangle are the non-exclusive ones, which can
be shared between cores and dies. Some shared
components are mandatory, which can be at chip-level
(e.g. on-chip voltage regulator) and at die-level. On the
other hand, some shared components (e.g. off-chip
cache) can be optional. With these aspects, the most
relevant components of a multi-core processor can be
classified into three generic categories: i) mandatory
components (chip- and die-level), ii) exclusive
components and iii) optional components. In this
section, Equation (2) is evaluated from the perspective
of above three components’ categories.On the other
hand, if each single core performs computation alone
and the others remain idle, each such core has to access
the memory. In other words, the frequency of
accessing memory decreases due to sharing.
Consequently, the power consumption of several cores
becomes less than the sum of their individual powers
as given in Equation (2).Figure 1 shows an abstract
architecture of multi-core processors, which may
consist of several dies, and each one can have several
cores. Components within multi-core processors can be
Copyright to IJAREEIE

lied within chip-, die- and core-level as illustrated in
Figure 1 in the form of enclosed rectangles.
IV.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
4.1 SYSTEM MODEL
4.1.1 Task and Processor Model

We consider a set of n periodic real-time tasks = {ᵞ1,,
ᵞ2,….. ᵞn}, that are partitioned upon m heterogeneous
processing cores C1 . . .Cm. We use
, to denote the
subset of tasks allocated to core Ci. Each periodic task
ᵞi is characterized by a worst-case workload of wcci
cycles and a period of Pi, assumed to be equal to the
relative deadline of its jobs. We assume the Global
DVS feature and the voltage can be adjusted for all
active cores uniformly, along with the frequency (up to
an upper bound fmax). The worst case execution time
of task ᵞi under frequency f, is given by wcci f . We use
the symbol Wi to denote the worst-case execution time
of task ᵞi under maximum frequency; that is, Wi =
wcci/ fmax . The base utilization of task ᵞi (under
maximum frequency) is Ui = Wi/Pi ≤ 1.0. Hence, the
total utilization of the task set Ã is given by Utot = Pn
,i=1 Ui ≤ m. Finally, the load on core Ci is given by the
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total utilization of tasks allocated to Ci, On each core,
the preemptive Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
scheduling policy is adopted.
4.12. Power Model
Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI)
is a unified and open power management standard
introduced and endorsed by major hardware and
software manufacturers such as Intel, Microsoft, HP
and Toshiba. ACPI defines an active state in which the
core executes instructions. The
exact power profile in active state (defined as state C0
in ACPI) will consist of static and dynamic power
figures. In the active state, by using the power model
from we model the power consumption of a core Ci
executing task ᵞi as:
Pi(t) = Pstatic + ajV 2f + Pj ind ---------(2)
where ajV 2f and Pjind represent the frequencydependent and frequency-independent components of
active power, respectively. V denotes the supply
voltage and f denotes the CPU clock frequency. aj is
the effective switching capacitance of task ᵞi . Note that
the values of aj and Pj ind depend on the characteristics
of the task ᵞi executing on core Ci at a given time .
Pstatic represents the static power. In Global DVS
settings, all active cores are inherently constrained to
operate at the same supply voltage and frequency level
. Given the almost linear relationship between supply
voltage and frequency, the power consumption of the
active core Ci at time t is given as:
Pi(t) = Pstatic + ajf3 + Pj ind _____(3).
The aggregate power consumption of all the cores
varies with time and is a function of individual core
states and the global operating frequency of all active
cores. Let H be the hyper period of the task set . The
energy consumption of the voltage island over the
interval [0,H] is given as:
E=

dt ________(4)

When a core is not executing any instructions, it may
be put in one of the various idle states [34]. Each idle
state has a different power consumption characteristic;
as a general rule, the lower power consumption in a
given idle state, the higher the time and energy
overheads involved in returning to the active state.
Copyright to IJAREEIE

While the exact number of idle states varies from
architecture, in this work, we assume the existence of
at least the following three fundamental states that are
supported by most modern multicore systems:
• Halt state: In this state, the execution of instructions
is halted and the core clocks are gated, resulting in
significant reduction in dynamic power. The core can
return to active state almost instantaneously (≈ 10ns) .
We model the power consumption on core Ci in the
halt state as
Pi = Pstatic + P0, where P0 is the reduced dynamic
power.
•Sleep state: Here, further, the Phase Locked Loops
(PLLs) are gated and L1 cache contents are
invalidated. In this state, the dynamic power is
practically eliminated thus making Pstatic the only
component of power consumption. However, this
saving in power consumption comes at the cost of
addition overheads compared to the halt state.
Returning to active state may require a few hundred
microseconds and involves non-trivial energy
overheads
• Off state: Here, the core voltage is reduced to very
low levels, to make even the static power consumption
negligible. CPU context is not preserved and returning
to active state involves significant time and energy
overheads . Intel’s new i7 architecture achieves this
very low energy consumption through power gating
feature.
V.IMPLEMENTATION
5.1Energy-efficient Core Activation and Task
Allocation:
In general, the number of available processing cores
(m) may be greater than the minimum number of cores
upon which the given real-time workload can be
scheduled in feasible manner. While the early studies
that exclusively focused on dynamic power using all
processing elements in parallel whenever possible,
ever increasing static power figures renders such an
approach infeasible. The power consumption of a
given core can be minimized (in fact, effectively
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eliminated through techniques such as power gating in
Intel i7 architecture when it is put to off state .In
active, halt and sleep states, the static power would be
consumed continuously. This is because the periodic
nature of the real-time application and significant
time/energy overheads associated with transitions
to/from off state make dynamically putting a core to
off state at runtime an unrealistic option. As a result,
instead of activating a core with light workload (with
corresponding static energy consumption), it would be
preferable to move that workload to other cores when
possible. Obviously, a correlated and major issue is to
perform task allocation on the selected cores to
preserve feasibility and prepare favorable initial
conditions for run-time management of dynamic
energy. Thus, the offline phase can be seen as an
integrated component that decides on task-to-core
allocations while keeping an eye on total (i.e.
static+dynamic) potential energy consumption. The k ≤
m cores selected by this phase will
be activated and then will be managed by the run-time
component. The remaining (m−k) cores are put to off
state with negligible power consumption.
5.2 Run-time Power Management of Active
Cores:
The run-time management of the selected k ≤ m cores
involves the use of Global Voltage Scaling as well as
selectively putting some cores to halt and sleep states

Copyright to IJAREEIE

to reduce dynamic energy. To start with, the global
frequency level that determines the dynamic power
consumption at time t is decided by the highest
performance level required by any core in active state
at time t (Equation (2). This requires both closely
monitoring the workload conditions on all cores and
exploiting the available idle states whenever possible.
As an example, if the core that requires highest
performance level (to guarantee the feasibility of its
workload) is put to halt or sleep state temporarily, the
frequency can be reduced to the next highest
performance level required by any of the remaining
active cores during that interval. In addition, putting
any core to halt and in particular sleep states have the
potential of reducing dynamic energy consumption for
all the cores through reducing the global energyefficient frequency
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
algorithms through the help of a MATLAB simulator.
For 2-64 core systems, we generated synthetic task sets
each with 20 and 50 tasks, respectively. The effective
switching capacitance ai of tasks was set to 1. Pi ind
values were randomly chosen in the range [0, 0.2].
Task periods were generated randomly in the interval
[63ms, 1300ms] which are comparable to those seen in
practice. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption of
cores for varying task sets.
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For a target total utilization value Utot, we generated
individual task utilizations randomly in such a way that
each task utilization is no greater than a pre-defined
threshold ® ≤ 1.0. Previous studies dealing with
energy minimization on multi-processor systems
showed that the maximum task utilization (denoted as
®) is an important parameter for performance. As a
result, we also investigated the impact of this task
utilization factor ®. In the experiments, we refer to
normalized utilization as the quantity Utotm , where m
is the number of cores on which the workload is
executed. For each normalized utilization and ® pair,
we generated 1000 task sets; the data points in the plots
reflect the average of these runs. The reported energy
consumption values are normalized with respect to the
base scheme that executes all tasks at fmax at all times
(no power management).
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